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BACKGROUND: Accurate stereotactic biopsies of brain tumors are imperative for
diagnosis and tailoring of the therapy. Repetitive needle insertions enhance risks of brain
lesioning, hemorrhage, and complications due to prolonged procedure.
OBJECTIVE: To investigate clinical benefits of a combined 5-aminolaevulinic acid (5-ALA)
fluorescence and laser Doppler flowmetry system for the detection of malignant brain
tumor and blood vessels in stereotactic biopsies.
METHODS: Planning of targets and trajectories was followed by optical measurements
in 20 patients, using the Leksell Stereotactic System and a manual insertion device.
Fluorescence spectra, microvascular blood flow, and tissue grayness were recorded each
millimeter along the paths. Biopsies were taken at preplanned positions. The diagnoses
were compared with the fluorescence signals. The recordings were plotted against
measurement positions and compared. Sites indicating a risk of hemorrhagewere counted
as well as the time for the procedures.
RESULTS: Signals were recorded along 28 trajectories, and 78 biopsies were collected. The
final diagnosis showed 17 glioblastomas, 2 lymphomas, and 1 astrocytomagrade III. Fluores-
cence was seen along 23 of the paths with 4 having the peak of 5-ALA fluorescence 3 mm
or more from the precalculated target. There was increased microcirculation in 40 of 905
measured positions. The measurement time for each trajectory was 5 to 10 min.
CONCLUSION: The probe provided direct feedback of increased blood flow along the
trajectory and of malignant tissue in the vicinity of the target. The method can increase
the precision and the safety of the biopsy procedure and reduce time.
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A ccurate stereotactic biopsies of brain
tumors are imperative for diagnosis
and tailoring of the therapy.1 Despite

accurate planning, the intracranial conditions
can change, eg, by brain shift, conceivably
causing misdiagnosis. Diffuse limitations of the
tumor do not always correspond to contrast
enhancing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).2
Neuronavigation systems3,4 can visualize the
needle trajectory based on the preoperative MRI
but cannot give direct feedback on the tissue at

ABBREVIATIONS: 5-ALA, 5-aminolaevulinic acid;
D, diagnostic; HGT, high-grade tumor; LDF, laser
Doppler flowmetry; LSS, Leksell Stereotactic
System; ND, nondiagnostic; Neg, negative; NM,
not measurable; OR, operating room; Pos, positive;
PpIX, protoporphyrin IX; TC, tumor cell; TLI, total
light intensity

the target. These are typical reasons for repet-
itive needle insertions, enhancing risks of brain
lesioning, hemorrhage,5 and complications due
to prolonged procedure. There is therefore a need
to improve the precision and reduce the risks of
stereotactic biopsies.6-8
Experience in 5-aminolaevulinic acid (5-ALA)

fluorescence guidance for brain tumor resection
may be applied to biopsies. Hefti et al9 presented
the use of fluorescence microscopy for direct
investigation of tissue samples in the operating
room (OR). Widhalm and colleagues10 applied
the blue-light neurosurgical microscope to
examine stereotactically acquired tissue samples.
Fluorescence microscopy demonstrated potential
clinical benefits by the reduced number of biopsy
samples and shorter surgical time. The grading
was done visually, however, thus subjectively.
Also, it was done extracranially, as with all
current methods. The concept of utilizing
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5-ALA fluorescence for biopsies is, however, not entirely new.
A fluorescence system with dual laser sources and an optical
fiber was evaluated at Linköping University Hospital during
stereotactic biopsies in the beginning of the millennium.11
The idea was reinvented as a hand-held probe for fluorescence
recording during resection12 and further modified for stereotactic
systems.13 Optical fibers were added to also include microcircu-
lation recordings by laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF).14 In contrast
to other techniques,15-18 LDF presents blood flow as real-time
curves, a method originally designed for stereotactic deep brain
stimulation (DBS) implantations.19,20 These combined features
enable the forward-looking probe to act as a “vessel alarm” along
the trajectory of the needle and at the same time as a tumor
detector.
The aim of the study was to investigate the workability and

the safety of the use of the combined 5-ALA fluorescence and
LDF probe for possible clinical benefits in patients undergoing
stereotactic brain tumor biopsies. Emphasis was set on efficacy of
real-time malignant tissue identification and safety by detecting
increased blood flow along the trajectory and overall efficiency of
the intervention.

METHODS

Patients
Twenty consecutive patients with a suspected brain tumor, not eligible

for resection, were referred for biopsy and included in the study. The
study was approved by the local ethics board (M 129-07, 2015/138-32),
and all patients gave informed written consent. The patients were given
5-ALA orally (20 mg/kg, Gliolan R© , Medac GmbH, Wedel, Germany)21
2 to 3 h prior to surgery.

Imaging and Trajectory Planning
Stereotactic T1-weighted MRI (Ingenia 3T, Philips Healthcare,

Eindhoven, The Netherlands) and/or computed tomography (GE Light-
speed Ultra, GEHealthcare, Amersham, United Kingdom) with contrast
medium were performed on the day of surgery. Up to 3 trajectories were
planned with Surgiplan R© (Elekta Instrument AB, Stockholm, Sweden)
in each case. Biopsy positions were defined at –6 or –5 mm, –3 mm, 0
(target), and+3 and+5 or+6mm.The biopsy procedure and anesthesia
were conducted according to the clinical routine with the addition that
the optical probe was used to create the trajectory for the biopsy needle.

Optical Systems and Probe
A forward-looking optical probe combining 5-ALA-induced fluores-

cence and LDF measurements was used. The probe is compatible with
the Leksell Stereotactic System (LSS, G-frame, Elekta Instrument AB,
Stockholm, Sweden) at a length of 190 mm and a diameter of 2.2 mm.
Blue laser light (wavelength 405 nm) interacts with the tissue and emits a
spectrum with autofluorescence, and in the presence of protoporphyrin
IX (PpIX), a peak at wavelength 635 nm (red color).12,22 The LDF
records the tissue’s microcirculation (perfusion, range 0-1000 arbitrary
units, a.u.), and the gray-white variations (total light intensity [TLI]
range 0-10 a.u.).14 Prior to sterilization with Sterrad R© , the probe was

tested in a standard microsphere solution (PF1001Motility, Perimed AB,
Järfälla, Sweden). This ascertained comparable LDF signal levels.13

Stereotactic Biopsy Procedure Using Optical Guidance
To create the trajectory for the biopsy needle and to detect increased

blood flow indicative of vessels across the passage and thus to ultimately
detect tumor tissue, the probe was conveyed forward from the cerebral
cortex toward the planned target. A hand-driven insertion device
positioned on the LSS ensured the controlled movement of the probe in
1-mm steps.14 This method was used in 18 of the surgeries. Frameless
navigation (Stealth, S8, Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, Minnesota) was
implemented in combination with the LSS in 1 procedure and as a stand-
alone tool in 2 procedures. At each tissue position, perfusion, and TLI
were recorded over 5 to 10 s. This was followed by 3 fluorescence spectra
(3 s). Immediate feedback on PpIX fluorescence, perfusion, and TLI
was displayed on a monitor in the OR. In case of elevated perfusion
(>100 a.u.),14,15 the measurement was extended.

When the planned positions were reached and the measurements
finalized, the probe was removed and replaced with the side-cutting
biopsy needle (diameter 2.1 mm, Backlund Catheter Insertion Needle
Kit, Elekta Instruments AB, Stockholm, Sweden). Tissue samples were
harvested clockwise in 4 quadrants. According to the clinical routine,
the samples were sent for immediate smear-based section examination
by a neuropathologist. The remaining samples were marked and used for
detailed postoperative analysis.

Data Analysis and Statistics
The definitive diagnosis of the biopsies was based on the WHO

grading,23 approximately 2 wk after surgery by a neuropathologist.
All biopsies were re-examined by a second, senior neuropathologist
(M.H.). The pathological examination is described in earlier publi-
cations.12,13 Using the LDF movement artifacts between positions as
landmarks, the average perfusion, TLI, and PpIX fluorescence were
calculated postoperatively for each position. The ratio between PpIX
at 635 nm and autofluorescence maximum in the same spectra was
calculated according to previous definitions.22 The number of elevated
perfusion values was based on defined intervals (A-peak: 101-250, B-
peak 251-500, C-peak > 00 a.u.).14 C-peaks indicate the highest risk of
hemorrhaging.

Curves representing the PpIX fluorescence ratio, perfusion, and TLI
were plotted against measurement positions along the trajectories. The
total trajectory length and length to the first PpIX peak were measured.
Times for themeasurements, surgery, and the waiting for the pathological
investigation were summarized.

RESULTS

A total of 14 males and 6 females, with median age 64 (range
41-84 yr), were included in the study. The combined probe was
successfully implemented during all stereotactic brain biopsies.
Fluorescence spectra and LDF signals were recorded from 808
and 905 sites, respectively, along 28 trajectories. Biopsies were
taken and analyzed using frozen sectioning during the operation.
Additional biopsies were collected from a total of 78 sites. PpIX
fluorescence was available along 23/28 trajectories. In 2 trajec-
tories, the signal was blocked by blood at the probe tip, and along
3 trajectories, PpIX fluorescence was absent (Table).
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OPTICAL PROBE FOR BRAIN BIOPSY

TABLE. Fluorescence Response Along the Trajectory Paths, the Intraoperative Pathology Diagnosis, and the Final Diagnosis

Patient no. No. of paths Fluorescence along paths Intraop diagnosis Final diagnosis 0 mmfluorescence 0mmdiagnosis

1 1 (+1) Pos ND Glioblastoma Pos HGT
2 2 Pos – Glioblastoma Pos HGT

Pos D Neg Gliosis + TC
3 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Pos HGT
4 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Pos Gliosis + TC
5 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Pos HGT
6 2 Neg – Glioblastoma Neg

Pos D Pos HGT
7 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Pos HGT
8 2 Pos ND Glioblastoma Neg HGT

Pos – Pos HGT
9 3 NM D Lymphoma No signal HGT

Pos – Neg HGT
Pos – Pos HGT

10 1 Pos ND Glioblastoma Pos HGT
11 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Neg Necrosis
12 1 Pos D Lymphoma Pos Gliosis + TC
13 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Pos HGT
14 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Pos HGT
15 2 NM D Glioblastoma No signal HGT

Pos – Pos HGT
16 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Pos HGT
17 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Pos HGT
18 3 Neg – Glioblastoma Neg –

Neg – Neg –
Pos D Pos HGT

19 1 Pos D Astrocytoma Pos HGT
20 1 Pos D Glioblastoma Pos HGT

ND: nondiagnostic; D: diagnostic; Pos: positive; Neg: negative; TC: tumor cell; HGT: high-grade tumor; NM: not measurable. Dash (–) is assigned to trajectories where no biopsies
were taken.

The fluorescence signature usually started with a small peak,
and increased when reaching and passing through the tumor,
corresponding to the contrast enhancement in the MRI. A
decrease of the peaks beyond the tumor could be observed in
a few cases. A schematic setting and typical recordings from
various locations are presented in Figure 1. The PpIX signals are
plotted vs positions along the trajectory and compared to the
MRI. In 4/23 trajectories, no PpIX was measured at the precalcu-
lated target. In 3 of these trajectories, PpIX fluorescence appeared
within 3 mm from the target, and in 1 case, the fluorescence was
visible already in the interval –30 to –13 mm (Figure 2) ahead
of the intended target. Corresponding MRI with trajectories is
presented in Figure 3. In another patient, weak PpIX fluorescence
was visible –40 to –20 mm before the precalculated target and
strong PpIX fluorescence appeared 0 to +5 mm beyond (Figures
4 and 5). In this patient, increased blood flow (A-peak) was found
–11 to –12 mm from the target.
The intraoperative pathology diagnosis was reported within

48 ± 14 min (range 18-90 min, n = 18) from the time of
biopsy sampling, including transport and pathology examination.

The duration for the pathology examination was 29 ± 10 min
(range 15-53 min). For comparison, the optical measurement
time varied between 5 and 10 min and depended on the length of
the trajectory. The overall diagnostic yield for the intraoperative
samples using frozen sectioning, without the aid of fluorescence
measurements, was 85% (17 out of 20 patients). In comparison,
PpIX fluorescence could be measured along at least 1 trajectory in
all cases (Table). The final diagnoses were glioblastoma (n = 17),
lymphomas (n = 2), and astrocytoma grade III (n = 1).

The setupwith both the LSS and the Stealth system is presented
in Figure 6. The PpIX peak is presented on the monitor in the
background. One of these measurements was performed continu-
ously and without stopping at each millimeter. PpIX ratio values
are plotted against the measurement positions and visualized in
Figure 7.
No hemorrhage was detected with LDF along any of the

measured trajectories, although in one case, a bleeding was
detected inside the tumor necrosis. In general, the blood flow
was low along the trajectories. There were 34 A-peaks, 5 B-peaks,
and 1 C-peak in 905 measurements. The TLI signals were below
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FIGURE 1. Schematic setup of a measurement procedure. The microvascular blood flow was measured along the trajectory (right) from the cortical insertion
to the target point inside the tumor. The fluorescence signals increase from the marginal zone (left) to the contrast enhancing parts of the tumor, and they are
low in the necrotic parts.

the measurable perfusion threshold in 73 sites. In Figure 4, an
example of an A-peak is presented along the trajectory at –11 to
–12 mm.

DISCUSSION

A forward-looking probe for 5-ALA fluorescence and blood
flow detection during stereotactic biopsy was evaluated. The
probe gave direct feedback of a malignant tumor and increased
blood flow, as a warning of blood vessel presence. Both features
may help increase the accuracy of tissue sampling as well as
reduce the risks associated with repeated insertion of the biopsy
needle.
By combining the LSS system and the mechanical insertion

device,14 it was possible to compare the fluorescence spectra,
blood flow, and gray-white reflectance with millimeter precision
to the biopsy samples. For all surgeries, high PpIX fluorescence
was visible along at least one of the planned trajectories. Not
all samples taken at the planned target point were diagnostic,
but where the fluorescence peak was high, the samples were
diagnostic. This suggests that fluorescencemay be used to increase
the diagnostic yield of stereotactic biopsies.
In the first measurement session, clear PpIX peaks were

found along the first trajectory. The first report on the intra-
operative histopathology could not confirm the hypothesized
diagnosis. For that reason, a second trajectory became necessary,
however, without access to the optical equipment. The final
histopathology diagnosis confirmed the initial measurement of
PpIX fluorescence as a high-grade tumor (Table, case 1). In the
following biopsies, optical measurements were made for all trajec-

tories. In another case, a discrepant finding in comparison to
the contrast enhancing volume on the MRI was seen. Distinct
fluorescence peaks were found along the trajectory before the
planned main target point was reached (at –30 to –13 mm;
Figures 2 and 3A and 3B). Biopsies at these levels confirmed
high-grade tumor both with the intraoperative and postoper-
ative histology. Despite the small number of patients, the findings
demonstrate potential clinical benefit by reducing the number of
trajectories and biopsies. In addition to the 18 high-grade gliomas,
2 of the patients with fluorescence peaks were diagnosed with
lymphoma. Previous investigations with the blue-light micro-
scope have confirmed the applicability for lymphoma in 5-ALA
fluorescence guidance.10,24,25

When the system was used with frameless navigation, the
probe could be calibrated and used in a similar fashion as previ-
ously described with ultrasound navigation.26 Data were collected
in real time in a similar way as with the LSS. However, it
was difficult to link the exact measurement position along the
trajectory without the mechanical drive. The use of the LSS
together with the mechanical insertion device made it possible
to compare optical data with the histopathological results of
the biopsies with a precision of 1 to 2 mm. This procedure,
however, is only necessary when investigating the correlation
between different modalities in order to demonstrate the accuracy
of this novel concept. In clinical practice, it can be omitted. For
optimal use with frameless navigation, a future redesign of the
probe is necessary. This may be preferable, as modern frameless
navigation systems allow for swifter handling in the OR with
sufficient accuracy, without the inconveniences associated with
the application of the conventional stereotactic frames. However,
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OPTICAL PROBE FOR BRAIN BIOPSY

FIGURE 2. Fluorescence ratio and perfusion, in which PpIX was detected with strong intensity –13 to –30 mm
earlier than the planned target. The histopathological examination of selected biopsy points is noted in the graphs.

FIGURE 3. A, Planned trajectories, axial view, corresponding to Figure 2. B, Planned trajectories, sagittal view, corresponding to Figure 2.

the conventional stereotactic systems are still widespread in use.
The new design of the probe will be compatible with these systems
as well.
In stereotactic brain biopsies, every new trajectory poses a

separate risk of lesioning cerebral tissue or causing hemorrhage.
Bleeding caused by the actual tissue collection, due to pathological
vessel structures in the tumorous tissue, is thus not always possible
to avoid. Some localizations do present higher risks of lesioning
vessels, eg, around the insula or the thalamus. If possible, these
risks are minimized by meticulous preoperative planning, where
a trajectory is directed to avoid radiologically visible blood vessels

on T1 MRI with contrast media. Nonetheless, the smallest vessels
do not always appear on MRI. Also, brain shift may put the most
thorough planning of the trajectory at risk. To detect vessels along
the trajectory, a forward-looking device is necessary. The LDF
component provides this function, as has been documented in
more than 130 DBS implantations.14,15,20
The current probe design does not allow for simultaneous

measurement at the exact position of the biopsy as suggested by
other groups.16,19 Considering that the biopsy region already has
been monitored with the forward-looking probe when passing
the intended biopsy point by 2 to 6 mm, potential high blood
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FIGURE 4. Fluorescence ratio and perfusion (blood flow), in which PpIX was detected with a weak intensity –40 to
–20 mm. A perfusion A-peak was present –11 to –12 mm from the precalculated biopsy point. The histopathologic
examination of selected biopsy points is noted in the graphs.

FIGURE 5. A, Planned trajectories, coronal view, corresponding to Figure 4. B, Planned trajectories, sagittal view, corresponding to Figure 4.

flow spots would have been found with this approach, and the
biopsy samples are taken at the highest fluorescence peak. A probe
with side-looking windows has previously been presented by us27
in which LDF was combined with a lesioning and impedance
measurement. That design is complex to implement in the clinical
setting, and it does not provide the safety aspects as intended by
our forward-looking probe. Inside the tumor, pathological vessels
may still cause hemorrhages, as their structures and patterns
are unphysiological and ubiquitous, but these bleeds are usually
minor; thus, the effects are not comparable to a lesion of a branch

of cerebral arteries. In total, 4.4% of all LDF recorded locations
showed increased blood flow. None were considered as high risk.
This corresponds to data found during DBS surgery.14,15 Trajec-
tories along high-risk biopsy regions such as the insula would
probably increase the number of high blood flow indications from
the LDF system.
The total time for controlled optical recording with the LSS

and the mechanical device is dependent on the trajectory length.
To capture a reliable LDF signal representing perfusion without
interference from movement, the probe must be kept still. This
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FIGURE 6. The Leksell Stereotactic System and the mechanical insertion
device used together with the Stealth Navigation System.

is an inherent drawback with LDF, as the actual movements
of the red blood cells in the microvasculature generate the
Doppler shift, which is further processed to the LDF signal.
Because of a thorough fixation of the probe to the LSS by
the mechanical insertion device, no interference from external
movements appears during a tissue recording. This only appears
when the probe is moved from one site to the next. A typical
recording time is 5 to 10 s when held still at the actual site. If
the signal is high, the measurement can be prolonged in order
to ascertain that there is no vasomotion or a rapid increase or
decrease of the blood flow, both of which could indicate a vessel

structure. In a clinical routine implementation, the measurement
time for a full-length trajectory of 50 to 60 mm can be reduced
to approximately 5 min.
We anticipate that fluorescence-guided biopsies may reduce the

number of trajectories required to indicate the optimal biopsy site.
In addition, themethodmayminimize the overall time for surgery
because no waiting time for the preliminary histopathological
diagnosis is necessary. Further studies are required to extend the
findings of the current study.

CONCLUSION

A system for direct optical brain tumor detection and warning
for possible blood vessels along the trajectory has been evaluated
in 20 patients undergoing stereotactic biopsy. When fully
deployed in clinical routine, the real-time feedback in the OR
is expected to shorten the time for the procedure and increase
the precision of the actual biopsy sites. This should improve
diagnostic yield and reduce the risk of bleeding complications.
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FIGURE 7. Example of PpIX peaks from a continuous measurement, in which the mechanical insertion
device was moved without stopping. Biopsy from ±0 mm showed a mixture of HGT and gliosis and the
total measurement time was 45 s. HGT, high-grade tumor.
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